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present invention is directed to a torque measuring system and method for allowing an applied

torque to be determined by measuring a shaft velocity while allowing no external force in the same
direction as the applied torque. In industrial applications, it is often necessary to determine torque

applied to shafts or other rotating devices. For example, in case where a rotor is connected to a shaft
of a motor, it is important to know the torque applied to the shaft for controlling the motor. However,
such torque cannot be measured without measuring the applied voltage to the motor. Therefore, in
the conventional technologies, a torque sensor is mounted in the shaft connected to the motor, and
the applied torque is measured by measuring the velocity of the shaft using this torque sensor. To
measure torque by using a sensor, such a method has been used in which a permanent magnet is

mounted to a motor shaft and the detection of the motor voltage is performed while a voltage
induced in a magnet winding is measured. Also, another torque measuring method has been known

in which a magnet is mounted to a motor shaft. A magnetic member that is magnetized to the N pole
and the S pole depending on the direction of the applied torque is provided. A Hall element is
disposed between a magnet and the magnetic member and an output of the Hall element is

detected to measure the applied torque. However, the above known methods require a complicated
structure, and therefore it is difficult to use them in an application where a compact structure is

required. In order to measure the torque applied to the shaft without using the sensor or Hall
element, there is known a method in which a high frequency electromagnetic wave or pulse

magnetic field is applied to the shaft. However, the application of the pulse magnetic field to the
shaft requires a complicated structure and therefore it is difficult to apply it to the application. It is
therefore a first object of the present invention to provide a torque measuring system and method

for allowing an applied torque to be measured without using a torque sensor or a Hall element. It is a
second object of the present invention to provide a compact torque measuring system and method.
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serving just to. Direct Link Download. pdf(1). time the RAX register is set, * its value is interpreted as
an index into in_desc[] for the next descriptor. * * Error handling is primitive, there's no provision for

out-of-memory * or queue full errors, for the latter two cases there are return codes * that can be
tested with with rte_ring_full_status(). * * So far only the 64B/128B TX queues supported (The TX

CSO alignment only * cover the TX part of the 64B/128B queues, TX checksum only the TX part * of
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the 64B/128B queues). * * To ensure the correctness of the read/write operations the data * provided
by the user must be checked/modified prior to calling this * function. * * On return, the number of
bytes written to the descriptor ring is returned. * * If a write fails (i.e. the previous nb_write byte is

not part of a * complete packet) the contents of the corresponding descriptor are restored * to their
previous state. * * To enforce data consistency, other concurrent operations are blocked on the *

descriptor ring. It is possible to restart such blocked operations * by a subsequent call to this
function. * * For TX data consistency checks are applied on the caller side. * * For RX data

consistency checks are applied on the RX descriptor queue * itself. As such, any thread writing to it
must wait until all data is * successfully processed. As long as no errors (reflected by return codes) *

occur all data will be available for inspection. * * For example, if a thread is writing to the RX
descriptor queue, it must * ensure the corresponding queue is not full before writing. In this case *

rte_ring_full_status() can be used to check whether the queue is full. * * Note that the
rte_ring_full_status() function is not guaranteed to work * if the descriptor queue is empty. In such

case rte
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